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represents (1) respective relevance between system users and
taggers, and (2) respective af?nity between users and taggers.
A tag-based search engine searches and retrieves tagged con
tents. The search engine also retrieves semantic information
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respective relevance of taggers to the searcher-user and
respective af?nity of the searcher-user to the taggers. The
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between users/taggers and ?ltering of various search results.

social interest network results and enables collaboration
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AUTOMATIC GENERATION OF AN
INTEREST NETWORK AND TAG FILTER
GOVERNMENT SUPPORT

[0001] This invention Was made With Government support
under Distillery Phase IV-H98230-07-C-0383 awarded by a
United States of America Intelligence Agency. The Govem
ment has certain rights to this invention.
BACKGROUND

[0002]

Blogs, Bookmarking systems, and Wikis alloW the

[0010] 2. A method to utiliZe the associated interest net
Work to help ?lter the results of a tag search to favor those tags
that are probably more relevant based on the presumed a?in
ity the searcher has to the other taggers.

[0011]
[0012]

3. A computer system comprising:
a tag-based search engine responsive to a

searcher-user, the tag-based search engine searching
contents in a global and/or local computer netWork

including tagged contents, and retrieving tags matching
searcher-user de?ned criteria,
[0013] for each matching tag, the tag-based search

engine retrieving:

tagging function has been further extended by associating the

[0014] semantic information stored in the matching tag
and corresponding content of the matching tag, and

person that generated the tag With that tag alloWing a searcher

[0015]

tagging of entries for later search and identi?cation. This

to ?nd a person Who appears to be interested in the same

content. Through the use of LightWeight Directory Access
Protocol (LDAP) systems, individuals identi?ed can be fur
ther discriminated based on corporate af?liations, societies,
etc. This requires the searcher to both 1) knoW What organi
Zations, areas of research, and/or publications are relevant to

semantic information of a person Who generated

the matching tag, resulting in search retrieved semantic

information;
[0016]

a comparator responsive to and comparing the

search retrieved semantic information to semantic infor

mation of the searcher-user, the comparator determining
(i) respective relevance of each person Who generated

the search domain and 2) perform this repetitive and tedious

one of the matching tags to the searcher-user and/ or (ii)

search.
[0003] Users conduct these searches to ?nd other individu
als Working in their area for potential collaboration and in the

searcher-user respective a?inity to each person Who gen
erated one of the matching tags; and
[0017] a data store holding indications of the search
retrieved semantic information, the determined respec
tive relevance and/ or searcher-user respective a?inity

corporate World, to prevent duplication of effort.
BRIEF SUMMARY

[0004]

Systems such as TWine identify concepts and enti

ties found in searches, but do not utiliZe them to generate a

social interest netWork or help shape the presentation of
search results other than by ?ltering the search results. Others
have stated the importance of storing social netWork metadata
With semantic data about a topic, but do not alloW other
resources to be utiliZed for generating an interest netWork.

[0005] Further, others proposed ?nding people of interest
by mining all their content Within an organiZation and ?nding
shared topics of interest based on Word frequency. Such an
approach does not utiliZe semantic information about the
document, tags, or contributors.

[0006] The present invention addresses the shortcomings
and disadvantages of the prior art. In particular, the present
invention addresses the problem of taggers tagging content
With the same Word for different purposes. Thus the present
invention provides a Way to disambiguate Which tags “sense”

of the tag is meant by the tagger and by the searcher. Embodi
ments of the invention try to ?nd taggers Whose interests and
expertise overlap those of the searcher in an attempt to use this

to disambiguate the tag-sense, and provide the searcher With
results tagged by people Who probably meant the same thing
(de?nition, use) by the tag as the searcher did.
[0007] In the course of maintaining the information about
Who is interested in What tags and What information, a social

interest netWork is produced, but for the purposes of tagging
and searching. This aspect of the invention helps the system
produce good search results. A secondary bene?t is achieved
by exposing the information in the social interest netWork

and semantic information of the searcher-user in a man

ner forming a social interest network. The social interest

netWork is automatically generated by the comparator
and search engine operations over various searches. The
social interest netWork enables collaboration among

system users (and taggers).
[0018] The present invention proposes using the semantic
information knoWn about an individual Who has generated a
tag, and any semantic metadata associated With the content

posting to determine if that individual is relevant and Working
in the same area as the person performing the original search

(the searcher-user). The resulting determined relevant indi
viduals are then indicated in or otherWise used to form a social

interest netWork (database).
[0019] The invention system using the knoWn semantic
information of the searcher, compares that to the individuals

identi?ed by the tags. The proposed social interest netWork
could then be ranked based on the relevance of the selected
individuals to the searcher-user.

[0020]

In addition, subsequent searches are improved by

?ltering the results based on the social interest netWork cre
ated.

[0021] In some embodiments, a display member displays
indications of:
[0022] respective relevance of each or some of those Who
generated one of the matching tags With respect to the

searcher-user, and

interests, etc.
[0008] Embodiments of the present invention include:
[0009] l. A method to utiliZe semantic information associ
ated With individuals tagging content to automatically gener

[0023] the searcher-user respective a?inity to each or some
of those Who generated one of the matching tags.
[0024] In embodiments, a ?lter is coupled to receive deter
minations made by the comparator and responsively ?lters
the matching tags and corresponding content. A display mem
ber then displays indications of the ?ltered matching tags and
corresponding content.
[0025] In some embodiments, the semantic information of

ate an interest netWork for collaboration, and

the searcher-user held in the data store includes indications of

more directly so that users can discover others With similar
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any one or more of tags, taggers, entities, Work areas and

concepts identi?ed as important in prior searches.
[0026] Further, the retrieved semantic information of
people Who generated the matching tags may be draWn from
data resources having machine readable semantic informa

tion about people.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL
VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS

[0027] The foregoing Will be apparent from the folloWing
more particular description of example embodiments of the
invention, as illustrated in the accompanying draWings in
Which like reference characters refer to the same parts
throughout the different vieWs. The draWings are not neces

sarily to scale, emphasis instead being placed upon illustrat
ing embodiments of the present invention.
[0028]

FIG. 1 is a schematic vieW of a computer netWork in

Which embodiments of the present invention operate.
[0029] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of computer nodes in the
netWork of FIG. 1.
[0030] FIG. 3 is a schematic vieW of one embodiment of the

present invention.
[0031]

FIG. 4 is a How diagram of one embodiment of the

present invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

evance of each such tagger 30 to the searcher-user 50. The
determination is based on same topic area, Work area, etc.

found in the semantic information of taggers 30 as exist in the
semantic information of searcher-user 50.

[0036] The tag-based search system 11 stores in semantic
database 17 the semantic information of retrieved tags 13,
respective taggers 30 and of searcher-user 50. The tag-based
search system 11 also stores in semantic database 17 indica
tions of determined relevance/af?nity betWeen searcher-user
50 and taggers 30 as determined by the above comparison. In
this Way, database 17 supports or represents an automatically
generated social interest netWork 21 of the present invention.
The tag-based search system 11 maintains semantic database
17 (and effectively social interest netWork 21) as a collection
of information. This collection of information then helps to
?lter 47 neW searches (subsequent tag searches) for relevance

based on the entities (searcher-users 50, tags 13, taggers 30)
and concepts identi?ed as important from the previous
searches.Various data store con?gurations and techniques for
database 17 are suitable.

[0037]

FIG. 1 illustrates a computer netWork or similar

digital processing environment in Which the present invention
may be implemented.
[0038] Client computer(s)/devices 50 and server computer

(s) 60 provide processing, storage, and input/output devices
executing application programs and the like. Client computer

(at client’s 30a,b . . . ) of a computer netWork 70 (i.e., a global

(s)/devices 50 can also be linked through communications
netWork 70 to other computing devices, including other client
devices/processes 50 and server computer(s) 60. Client com
puters 50 include tagger clients 30. Communications netWork

netWork such as the Internet, or a local database network), tag

70 can be part of a remote access netWork, a global netWork

[0032] With reference noW to FIG. 3, a tag-based search
system 11 of the present invention is illustrated. Various users

respective content including Web pages, blogs, Wikis, etc. as

(e.g., the Internet), a WorldWide collection of computers,

illustrated by tags 1311,!) . . . (referenced 13 generally). Each

Local area or Wide area netWorks, and gateWays that cur

tag 13 includes an indication of the respective user 30 (gen
erally) Who generated the tag. Suchuser 30 may be referred to
as the “tagger” or tag generator With respect to the tag 13.

rently use respective protocols (TCP/IP, Bluetooth, etc.) to

Tag-based search system 11 is responsive to tag

communicate With one another. Other electronic device/com
puter netWork architectures are suitable.
[0039] FIG. 2 is a diagram of the internal structure of a

requests/query commands of client 50 users. In this sense,
client user 50 is referred to as the searcher-user. Tag-based

computer (e.g., client processor/device 50 or server comput
ers 60) in the computer system of FIG. 1. Each computer 50,

search system 11 in response retrieves from the computer

netWork 70 tags 13 (and corresponding contents) matching

60 contains system bus 79, Where a bus is a set of hardWare
lines used for data transfer among the components of a com

the searcher-user 50 query. Common query matching tech

puter or processing system. Bus 79 is essentially a shared

[0033]

niques are used. In addition, for each matching tag 13, the
tag-based search system 11 retrieves semantic information
stored With the tag 13 and semantic information about the

respective tagger 30.
[0034] Tagger 30 semantic information may be draWn from
various resources including DBpedia, LDAP, patent and other

conduit that connects different elements of a computer sys

tem (e.g., processor, disk storage, memory, input/output
ports, netWork ports, etc.) that enables the transfer of infor
mation betWeen the elements. Attached to system bus 79 is
I/ O device interface 82 for connecting various input and out

put devices (e.g., keyboard, mouse, displays, printers, speak

publication databases, and the like. Essentially, any data

ers, etc.) to the computer 50, 60. NetWork interface 86 alloWs

resource that has machine readable semantic information

the computer to connect to various other devices attached to a

about people may be utiliZed by tag-based search system 11.
See for example Stephen DoWnes at WWW.doWnes.ca/cgi-bin/
page.cgi?post:3 1624.
[0035] Next, the tag-based search system 11 (comparator

netWork (e.g., netWork 70 of FIG. 1). Memory 90 provides

45 thereof) compares the retrieved semantic information
(both that stored With tags 13 and that about respective tag
gers 30) to semantic data (and other machine readable data)

tor 45, tag search results ?lter 47 and supporting code detailed
above and beloW). Disk storage 95 provides non-volatile stor

on the searcher-user 50. The semantic data on the searcher

user 50 includes: entities (tags 13, taggers 30), Work areas/

concepts (or subjects) identi?ed as important in prior search
results. Known comparison algorithms and techniques are

employed. This comparison, by comparator 45 for example,
determines (l) respective af?nity of searcher-user 50 to tag
gers 30 of matched/retrieved tags 13, and (2) respective rel

volatile storage for computer softWare instructions 92 and
data 94 used to implement an embodiment of the present

invention (e. g., tag-based search system/engine 11, compara
age for computer softWare instructions 92 and data 94 used to
implement an embodiment of the present invention. Central
processor unit 84 is also attached to system bus 79 and pro
vides for the execution of computer instructions.
[0040] In one embodiment, the processor routines 92 and
data 94 are a computer program product (generally refer
enced 92), including a computer readable medium (e.g., a
removable storage medium such as one or more DVD
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ROM’s, CD-ROM’s, diskettes, tapes, etc.) that provides at

computer readable storage medium may be any tangible

least a portion of the software instructions for the invention

medium that can contain, or store a program for use by or in

system. Computer program product 92 canbe installed by any

connection with an instruction execution system, apparatus,

suitable software installation procedure, as is well known in
the art. In another embodiment, at least a portion of the

or device.

software instructions may also be downloaded over a cable,

propagated data signal with computer readable program code

communication and/or wireless connection. In other embodi

embodied therein, for example, in baseband or as part of a
carrier wave. Such a propagated signal may take any of a

ments, the invention programs are a computer program propa

[0045]

A computer readable signal medium may include a

gated signal product 107 embodied on a propagated signal on

variety of forms, including, but not limited to, electro-mag

a propagation medium (e.g., a radio wave, an infrared wave,

netic, optical, or any suitable combination thereof. A com

a laser wave, a sound wave, or an electrical wave propagated

puter readable signal medium may be any computer readable

over a global network such as the Internet, or other network

medium that is not a computer readable storage medium and
that can communicate, propagate, or transport a program for
use by or in connection with an instruction execution system,
apparatus, or device.
[0046] Program code embodied on a computer readable

(s)). Such carrier medium or signals provide at least a portion
of the software instructions for the present invention routines/
program 92.

[0041]

In alternate embodiments, the propagated signal is

an analog carrier wave or digital signal carried on the propa

gated medium. For example, the propagated signal may be a
digitiZed signal propagated over a global network (e.g., the
Internet), a telecommunications network, or other network. In

medium may be transmitted using any appropriate medium,
including but not limited to wireless, wireline, optical ?ber
cable, RF, etc., or any suitable combination of the foregoing.
[0047] Computer program code for carrying out operations

one embodiment, the propagated signal is a signal that is

for aspects of the present invention may be written in any

transmitted over the propagation medium over a period of
time, such as the instructions for a software application sent in
packets over a network over a period of milliseconds, sec

combination of one or more programming languages, includ

onds, minutes, or longer. In another embodiment, the com
puter readable medium of computer program product 92 is a
propagation medium that the computer system 50 may

ing an object oriented programming language such as Java,
Smalltalk, C++ or the like and conventional procedural pro

gramming languages, such as the “C” programming language
or similar programming languages. The program code may
execute entirely on the user’s computer, partly on the user’s

receive and read, such as by receiving the propagation
medium and identifying a propagated signal embodied in the
propagation medium, as described above for computer pro

computer, as a stand-alone software package, partly on the
user’s computer and partly on a remote computer or entirely

gram propagated signal product.

remote computer may be connected to the user’s computer
through any type of network, including a local area network

[0042] Generally speaking, the term “carrier medium” or
transient carrier encompasses the foregoing transient signals,

propagated signals, propagated medium, storage medium and

on the remote computer or server. In the latter scenario, the

(LAN) or a wide area network (WAN), or the connection may

the like.
[0043] As will be appreciated by one skilled in the art,
aspects of the present invention may be embodied as a system,

be made to an external computer (for example, through the
Internet using an Internet Service Provider).
[0048] Aspects of the present invention are described with
reference to ?owchart illustrations and/or block diagrams of

method or computer program product. Accordingly, aspects

methods, apparatus (systems) and computer program prod

of the present invention may take the form of an entirely

hardware embodiment, an entirely software embodiment (in
cluding ?rmware, resident software, micro-code, etc.) or an
embodiment combining software and hardware aspects that

ucts according to embodiments of the invention. It will be
understood that each block of the ?owchart illustrations and/
or block diagrams, and combinations of blocks in the ?ow
chart illustrations and/or block diagrams, can be imple

may all generally be referred to herein as a “circuit,” “mod

mented by computer program instructions. These computer

ule” or “system.” Furthermore, aspects of the present inven
tion may take the form of a computer program product

program instructions may be provided to a processor of a

embodied in one or more computer readable medium(s) hav

ing computer readable program code embodied thereon.
[0044]

Any combination of one or more computer readable

medium(s) may be utiliZed. The computer readable medium

general purpose computer, special purpose computer, or other
programmable data processing apparatus to produce a
machine, such that the instructions, which execute via the
processor of the computer or other programmable data pro
cessing apparatus, create means for implementing the func

may be a computer readable signal medium or a computer

tions/acts speci?ed in the ?owchart and/or block diagram

readable storage medium. A computer readable storage

block or blocks.

medium may be, for example, but not limited to, an elec

[0049]

tronic, magnetic, optical, electromagnetic, infrared, or semi

stored in a computer readable medium that can direct a com

conductor system, apparatus, or device, or any suitable com

puter, other programmable data processing apparatus, or

bination of the foregoing. More speci?c examples (a non
exhaustive list) of the computer readable storage medium

These computer program instructions may also be

other devices to function in a particular manner, such that the

would include the following: an electrical connection having

instructions stored in the computer readable medium produce
an article of manufacture including instructions which imple

one or more wires, a portable computer diskette, a hard disk,
a random access memory (RAM), a read-only memory

ment the function/ act speci?ed in the ?owchart and/ or block
diagram block or blocks.

(ROM), an erasable programmable read-only memory
(EPROM or Flash memory), an optical ?ber, a portable com

[0050] The computer program instructions may also be
loaded onto a computer, other programmable data processing

pact disc read-only memory (CD-ROM), an optical storage

apparatus, or other devices to cause a series of operational

device, a magnetic storage device, or any suitable combina
tion of the foregoing. In the context of this document, a

steps to be performed on the computer, other programmable
apparatus or other devices to produce a computer imple
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mented process such that the instructions which execute on

the computer or other programmable apparatus provide pro
cesses for implementing the functions/acts speci?ed in the
?owchart and/or block diagram block or blocks.
[0051] Referring now to FIG. 4, is a ?ow diagram of one

embodiment of tag-based search system and engine 11.
Search system/engine 11 receives as input a search query or
request 41 from a searcher-user 50. The search query 41

preferably speci?es tags that the searcher-user 50 is looking
for (generally searcher-user de?ned criteria). Search engine
11 responds by searching 43 the computer network 70 (e.g.,
the Internet) and retrieving tags 13 matching the query 41.
Along with the matching tags 13, step 43 retrieves corre
sponding contents of those tags. Known techniques for step
43 searching and retrieving are employed.
[0052] Next, for each matching tag 13 retrieved, step 44
retrieves (a) semantic information stored with the tag 13 and

interest network is produced, but for the purposes of tagging
and searching. This aspect of the invention helps the system
produce good search results. A secondary bene?t is achieved
by exposing the information in the social interest network
more directly so that users can discover others with similar

interests, etc.

[0059] The ?owchart and block diagrams in the Figures
illustrate the architecture, functionality, and operation of pos
sible implementations of systems, methods and computer
program products according to various embodiments of the
present invention. In this regard, each block in the ?owchart
or block diagrams may represent a module, segment, or por
tion of code, which comprises one or more executable

instructions for implementing the speci?ed logical function
(s). It should also be noted that, in some alternative imple

the corresponding content, and (b) semantic information
about the tagger 30 (i.e., the person who generated that tag).
Step 44 employs known data extraction techniques.

mentations, the functions noted in the block may occur out of

[0053] The results of steps 43 and 44 are stored to semantic
database 17. That is, system 11 stores a copy or indication of

rently, or the blocks may sometimes be executed in the reverse

the matching tags 13 and contents in database 17 and stores

be noted that each block of the block diagrams and/ or ?ow
chart illustration, and combinations of blocks in the block

the retrieved semantic information of matching tags 13/con
tent and respective taggers 30 in database 17. System 11
stores this information in database 17 for use in comparator
45 in this search 41 and subsequent ones.

[0054]

Step 45 compares (i) the retrieved semantic infor

mation (of matching tags 13/content and respective taggers
30) to (ii) semantic information of the searcher-user 50 stored
in database 17. The searcher-user 50 semantic data includes
tags 13, taggers 30, other entities, work areas, concepts and so
on identi?ed as important in prior search results. Comparator
45 may use various scoring and other known mechanisms of

comparison. With results of the comparison, step 45 deter
mines (i) taggers 30 respective relevance to searcher-user 50
and (ii) searcher-user 50 a?inity to respective taggers 30.
[0055] Step 45 outputs indications of these two determina
tions. System 11 stores the indications in semantic database
17 to update and maintain social interest network 21. Mean
while, step 47 uses these determinations to ?lter and display
the search results (matching tags 13 and corresponding con

tent). Common techniques for ?ltering are employed.
[0056]

Comparator 45/ system 11 may generate other out

put based on the two determinations made by step 45. In one

embodiment, system 11 (by ?lter 47) outputs and displays an
ordered listing of taggers’ 30 names based on the determined
relevance to and a?inity of the current searcher-user 50. Other

indicators of the automatically generated social interest net
work 21 and other output are suitable. In this way, social
interest network 21 enables collaboration among system

users (including taggers).
[0057] Accordingly, the present invention addresses the
problem of taggers tagging content with the same word for
different purposes. Thus the present invention provides a way
to disambiguate which tags “sense” of the tag is meant by the
tagger and by the searcher. Embodiments of the invention try
to ?nd taggers whose interests and expertise overlap those of
the searcher in an attempt to use this to disambiguate the

tag-sense, and provide the searcher with results tagged by
people who probably meant the same thing (de?nition, use)
by the tag as the searcher did.
[0058] In the course of maintaining the information about
who is interested in what tags and what information, a social

the order noted in the ?gures. For example, two blocks shown
in succession may, in fact, be executed substantially concur

order, depending upon the functionality involved. It will also

diagrams and/or ?owchart illustration, can be implemented

by special purpose hardware-based systems that perform the
speci?ed functions or acts, or combinations of special pur
pose hardware and computer instructions.
[0060] The terminology used herein is for the purpose of
describing particular embodiments only and is not intended to

be limiting of the invention. As used herein, the singular
forms “a”, “an” and “the” are intended to include the plural
forms as well, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise.
It will be further understood that the terms “comprises” and/

or “comprising,” when used in this speci?cation, specify the

presence of stated features, integers, steps, operations, ele
ments, and/ or components, but do not preclude the presence
or addition of one or more other features, integers, steps,

operations, elements, components, and/or groups thereof.
[0061] The corresponding structures, materials, acts, and
equivalents of all means or step plus function elements in the
claims below are intended to include any structure, material,
or act for performing the function in combination with other
claimed elements as speci?cally claimed. The description of
the present invention has been presented for purposes of
illustration and description, but is not intended to be exhaus
tive or limited to the invention in the form disclosed. Many
modi?cations and variations will be apparent to those of
ordinary skill in the art without departing from the scope and
spirit of the invention. The embodiment was chosen and
described in order to best explain the principles of the inven
tion and the practical application, and to enable others of
ordinary skill in the art to understand the invention for various
embodiments with various modi?cations as are suited to the

particular use contemplated.
[0062] While this invention has been particularly shown
and described with references to example embodiments
thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that
various changes in form and details may be made therein
without departing from the scope of the invention encom

passed by the appended claims.
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What is claimed is:

10. A computer implemented method, comprising:

1. A computer system comprising:

(a) conducting a tag-based search responsive to a searcher
user by searching tagged contents in a computer net

a tag-based search engine responsive to a searcher-user, the
tag-based search engine searching contents in a com

puter netWork including tagged contents, and retrieving
tags matching searcher-user de?ned criteria,
for each matching tag, the tag-based search engine retriev

ing:
semantic information stored in the matching tag and cor

responding content of the matching tag, and
semantic information of a person Who generated the

matching tag, resulting in search retrieved semantic

information;
a comparator responsive to and comparing the search
retrieved semantic information to semantic information

of the searcher-user, the comparator determining respec
tive relevance of each person Who generated one of the

matching tags to the searcher-user; and
a data store holding indications of the search retrieved

semantic information, the determined respective rel
evance and semantic information of the searcher-user in
a manner forming a social interest netWork.

2. A computer system as claimed in claim 1 Wherein the

comparator further determines searcher-user respective af?n
ity to each person Who generated one of the matching tags;
and
the data store further holds indications of determined

searcher-user respective a?inity.
3. A computer system as claimed in claim 2 further com

prising a display member displaying indications of:
respective relevance of each or some of those Who gener

ated one of the matching tags With respect to the

searcher-user, and
the searcher-user respective a?inity to each or some of

those Who generated one of the matching tags.
4. A computer system as claimed in claim 1 further com

prising:
a ?lter coupled to receive determinations made by the

comparator and responsively ?ltering the matching tags
and corresponding content; and
a display member displaying indications of the ?ltered

matching tags and corresponding content.
5. A computer system as claimed in claim 1 Wherein the
semantic information of the searcher-user held in the data
store includes indications of any one or more of tags, taggers,

Work, and retrieving tags matching searcher-user
de?ned criteria,
(b) for each matching tag, retrieving:
semantic information stored in the matching tag and cor

responding content of the matching tag, and
semantic information of a person Who generated the

matching tag, resulting in search retrieved semantic

information;
(c) comparing the search retrieved semantic information to
semantic information of the searcher-user, the compar

ing determining respective relevance of each person
Who generated one of the matching tags to the searcher
user; and

(d) holding in a data store indications of the search
retrieved semantic information, the determined respec
tive relevance and semantic information of the searcher
user in a manner forming a social interest netWork.

11. A computer implemented method as claimed in claim

10 further comprising:
determining searcher-user respective af?nity to each per
son Who generated one of the matching tags; and
further holding in the data store indications of determined

searcher-user respective a?inity.
12. A computer implemented method as claimed in claim

11 further comprising:
displaying as output indications of:
respective relevance of each or some of those Who gener

ated one of the matching tags With respect to the

searcher-user, and
the searcher-user respective a?inity to each or some of

those Who generated one of the matching tags.
13. A computer implemented method as claimed in claim

10 further comprising:
based on determinations made by the comparing, ?ltering
the matching tags and corresponding content; and
displaying on output indications of the ?ltered matching
tags and corresponding content.
14. A computer implemented method as claimed in claim
1 0 Wherein the semantic information of the searcher-user held
in the data store includes indications of any one or more of

tags, taggers, entities, Work areas and concepts identi?ed as

entities, Work areas and concepts identi?ed as important in

important in prior searches.

prior searches.

15. A computer implemented method as claimed in claim
10 Wherein the retrieved semantic information of people Who
generated the matching tags is draWn from data resources

6. A computer system as claimed in claim 1 Wherein the

retrieved semantic information of people Who generated the
matching tags is draWn from data resources having machine
readable semantic information about people.

having machine readable semantic information about people.

7. A computer system as claimed in claim 1 Wherein the

16. A computer implemented method as claimed in claim
10 Wherein the social interest netWork is automatically gen

social interest netWork is automatically generated through the
tag based search engine and comparator operating on various

erated through the steps of conducting a tag based search,
retrieving semantic information and comparing operating on

searches.
8. A computer system as claimed in claim 1 Wherein the
formed social interest netWork enables collaboration among

various searches.
17. A computer implemented method as claimed in claim
10 Wherein the formed social interest netWork enables col

system users.

laboration among system users.

9. A computer system as claimed in claim 1 Wherein the
formed social interest netWork enables ?ltering of results of
tag-based searches by a user to favor portions of the results
that are more relevant based on af?nity of the user to other

18. A computer implemented method as claimed in claim
10 Wherein the formed social interest netWork enables ?lter
ing of results of tag-based searches by a user.
19. A computer implemented method as claimed in claim

taggers according to the formed social interest netWork.

18 Wherein ?ltering by the social interest netWork favors
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portions of the results that are likely more relevant based on

a?inity of the user to other taggers according to the social
interest network.

20. A computer program product for automatically gener
ating a social interest network, the computer program product

comprising:
a computer readable storage medium having computer
readable program code embodied thereWith, the com

puter readable program code comprising computer read
able program code con?gured to:

search tagged contents and retrieve tags matching
searcher-user de?ned criteria;

for each matching tag, retrieve (i) semantic information
stored in the matching tag and corresponding tag con
tent, and (ii) semantic information of a tagger of the

matching tag, resulting in search retrieved semantic

information;
determine respective relevance of taggers to the searcher
user and/or respective searcher-user af?nity to different

taggers, by comparing the search retrieved semantic
information to semantic information of the searcher
user; and

automatically generate a social interest netWork from the
determinations.

